Patients with multiple myeloma (MM) often deal with short- and long-term side effects of the treatment and disease sequelae. Reasons for inadequately managed symptoms are multifactorial (e.g., the patient may fear treatment interruption, the clinician does not assess or address the symptoms) and can affect patients’ ability to remain on the recommended treatment. This article provides background surrounding this supplement’s development and describes the importance of symptom assessment and management.

**AT A GLANCE**
- Patients with MM are vulnerable to disease- and treatment-related symptoms often because of older age, cumulative morbidities, and medication side effects.
- Guidelines for nursing management of side effects in patients with MM are absent or require updating.
- The International Myeloma Foundation Nurse Leadership Board aimed to address symptoms that patients with MM often self-manage and provide evidence-based updates for nursing symptom care in MM.
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Many patients with multiple myeloma (MM) live with uncontrolled or inadequately managed disease- or treatment-related symptoms, such as fatigue, diarrhea, peripheral neuropathy, and pain, despite the best efforts of healthcare providers to prevent and control these symptoms (Faiman, Stricker, et al., 2017). Patients with MM are particularly vulnerable to symptoms because of older average age, cumulative morbidities, and medication side effects. An enhanced understanding of the underlying disease mechanisms of MM has led to the development of novel and highly effective drugs from existing drug classes, as well as drugs with new mechanisms of action, such as monoclonal antibodies (e.g., daratumumab, elotuzumab) and the exportin 1 (XPO1) protein inhibitor selinexor (Faiman, Gleason, Colson, McNeill, & Catamero, 2016; Turner et al., 2016). Many patients now survive well beyond the previously projected five-year survival period. MM, particularly standard-risk MM, is viewed as a chronic illness because patients are living with the disease for more than 10 years (Kumar et al., 2012, 2014). However, disease- and treatment-related side effects negatively affect patients’ responses to therapy and quality of life (QOL) (Kumar et al., 2014), underscoring the need for supportive care for patients with MM (Faiman & Valent, 2016). Short-term side effects, such as myelosuppression with immunomodulatory drugs (e.g., lenalidomide, pomalidomide) or long-term effects of peripheral neuropathy secondary to proteosome inhibitors or the disease itself can be devastating to the individual. Nurses function in a range of capacities on the front lines of patient care and hold vital roles, such as coordinators and facilitators of care. Nurses provide care in infusion areas, act as outpatient care coordinators, and provide inpatient bedside nursing care. Throughout the continuum of care, nurses form unique relationships with patients and their caregivers. These relationships are important because patients are more likely to report symptoms to a nurse with whom they have a trusted relationship (Tariman & Szubski, 2015). Therefore, nurses are well positioned to identify, intervene in, and effectively manage disease- and treatment-related symptoms in patients with MM, improving MM treatment quality, treatment adherence, and patient QOL.

Standard treatments for MM follow continuous and maintenance protocols. Effective symptom management is a critical component of treatment adherence in MM. Continuous therapy is ongoing treatment administered without a clear stopping point intended to suppress the development of malignant clones (Faiman & Valent, 2016). Maintenance therapy is a less intense treatment designed to achieve or maintain a patient’s remission status. With ongoing treatment administration, treatment-related symptoms and disease status should be monitored continuously. Continuous and maintenance treatments are standard of care in managing MM, with several studies demonstrating their
benefit for progression-free and overall survival (Attal et al., 2012; Benboubker et al., 2014; Durie et al., 2015).

The International Myeloma Foundation (IMF) Nurse Leadership Board (NLB) has previously published supplements on MM symptom management, with articles published in 2008 on myelosuppression, venous thromboembolic events, peripheral neuropathy, steroids, and gastrointestinal issues (Faiman, Bilotti, Mangan, & Rogers, 2008; Miceli, Colson, Gavino, & Lilleby, 2008; Rome, Doss, Miller, & Westphal, 2008; Smith, Bertolotti, Curran, & Jenkins, 2008; Tariman, Love, McCullagh, & Sandifer, 2008) and articles published in 2008 on renal health, bone health, functional mobility, and sexuality (Faiman, Mangan, Spong, & Tariman, 2011; Miceli, Colson, Faiman, Miller, & Tariman, 2011; Richards, Bertolotti, Doss, & McCullagh 2011; Rome, Jenkins, & Lilleby, 2011). In addition, a review of the literature established that evidence-based nursing recommendations for the management of oncologic emergencies, anxiety, fatigue, and depression are lacking (Faiman, Moran, et al., 2017). As a result, the IMF NLB updated its recommendations dating back to as early as 2008 and developed strategies for treatment adherence and graded recommendations for evidence-based best practices for MM patient care, with particular attention paid to newer drugs. The updated IMF NLB recommendations are presented in this supplement, along with practical patient education and healthcare provider tip sheets to provide valid, peer-reviewed teaching aids for nurses, clinicians, and patients. Given the availability of newly approved drugs, this supplement also provides an update about new therapeutic combinations and clinical indications for treatment agents.

Symptoms
A symptom is defined as a subjective experience that reflects changes in the physical functioning, cognition, or sensations of an individual (Dodd et al., 2001). The consequences of poorly controlled physical symptoms create major public health problems associated with decreased QOL and potential for increased healthcare-related costs and decreased adherence to therapy (Andrew, Derry, Taylor, Straube, & Phillips, 2014). Patients with inadequately controlled symptoms often cannot work, perform common household tasks, or conduct necessary activities of daily living. For patients with cancer, the inability to perform these basic functions may relate to differences between individuals, healthcare teams, and illness duration. Symptoms rarely occur in isolation in patients with MM. Instead, clusters of complex symptoms may develop throughout the disease course. Symptoms may interact (e.g., patient develops steroid-induced hyperglycemia, which causes peripheral neuropathy symptoms to worsen), and symptoms may progress through various stages over time (Brant, Beck, & Miaskowski, 2010). New symptoms can result from MM treatment and, over time, place the patient at risk for worsening QOL, polypharmacy, and issues with self-management of multiple chronic illnesses and adherence to therapy (Tuchman et al., 2014).

Barriers to the effective identification of disease- and treatment-related symptoms and the influence these symptoms have on health-related QOL relate to the patient, provider, and healthcare system. Unfortunately, a paucity of research in MM symptoms exists, including why patients accept the symptoms as part of the disease process. Effective symptom management is critical to treatment adherence in multiple myeloma.
disease, underestimate symptom severity, and fail to report symptoms to the healthcare provider (Potrata, Cavet, Blair, Howe, & Molassiotis, 2011).

**Recommendations for Disease and Symptom Management**

The IMF NLB was formed in 2006 and is comprised of 20 members. These nurse leaders see an average of 50 patients with MM per week and have from 9–33 years of myeloma nursing experience, with an average of 18 years of experience (IMF NLB, personal communication, May 27, 2017).

The nurses conduct regular conference calls, meet face-to-face at least annually to discuss myeloma-related nursing issues, and strive to address gaps in education and patient care. Members of the IMF NLB have established best practice recommendations to manage MM and its symptoms.

This supplement includes five articles, addressing management of MM and MM treatment symptoms. The authors used Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt’s (2011) levels of evidence as a systematic framework to appraise and grade each of the IMF NLB’s consensus statements and to provide evidence-based recommendations for the management of patients with MM (see Figure 1). The rating system has seven levels of evidence based on qualitative studies, case-control studies, cohort studies, reports of expert committees, and opinions of authorities in the field.

Catamero et al. (2017) focus on psychosocial needs in patients with MM and provides assessment tools and evidence for intervention on cancer-related fatigue, anxiety, depression, and sexual dysfunction. Faiman, Doss, et al. (2017) review organ health considerations, with attention to kidney, gastrointestinal, and peripheral neuropathy issues in MM. A thorough review of research, meta-analyses, and expert opinions was conducted, and best practice recommendations to assess these disease- and treatment-related symptoms were provided. Noonan, Rome, Faiman, and Verina (2017) highlight cardiovascular issues, such as deep vein thrombosis and cardiotoxicity. Nursing considerations for assessment, monitoring, and intervention are included in this article. Rome, Noonan, Bertolotti, and Miceli (2017) provide an in-depth overview of bone health and functional considerations in MM. Brigle et al. (2017) provide an overview of oncologic emergencies in MM. Key recommendations for the prevention and treatment of common emergencies, such as hypercalcemia of malignancy, spinal cord compression, renal failure, and myelosuppression, are emphasized. Also included in this supplement are patient education and healthcare provider tip sheets that readers can share with colleagues and patients.

The IMF NLB aims to improve the care and self-care of patients with MM and to create new professional activities, such as this supplement, and address the unmet needs of patients and the nurses who care for them. It is the hope of the IMF NLB that these peer-reviewed, evidenced-based recommendations will be accepted as a standard of nursing care for patients to manage short- and long-term side effects and symptoms and improve QOL.
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